Sea Blue

skalabara
quilts

cushion cover using your scraps
finished size : 20” x 20” / 50 x 50 cm

cutting

fabric

center piece
rectangle
flying geese rectangle
flying geese corners
hst units
borders
border corner squares

1~
4~
4~
8~
16 ~
4~
4~

5 1/2” x 5 1/2”
5 1/2” x 3”
5 1/2” x 3”
3“ x 3”
3 1/2” x 3 1/2”
15 1/2” x 3”
3” x 3”

backing muslin
wadding for the top
fabric for backing

1~
1~
1~
1~

22” x 22”
22” x 22”
20 1/2” x 10”
20 1/2” x 17“
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from scraps
1 strip ~ 3” x 23"
1 strip ~ 3” x 23"
from scraps
up to 16 different scraps
2 strips ~ 3” x wof
from scraps

envelope closure
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half-square triangles
material : 2 squares from 2 different fabrics make 2 half-square triangles (hst)
stitch

1

2
line

draw a diagonal line on the back of one of the
squares

3

layer squares, right sides together
stich about 1 or 2 threads width less than 1/4” away
from the drawn line, on each side of line

size calculation for half-square triangles
finished unit size + 1/2” + 1/2”

cut in half on drawn line and press seams open
trim each unit to correct size

Example : for a 2” square finished unit calculate the
cutting size of your square as follows :
2” + 1/2” (seam allowance) + 1/2” (for diagonal cut)
= 3”

making the hst units

make 16 units hst
trim to size : 3” x 3”

make 4 units as shown on the diagram
check correct unit size : 5 1/2” x 5 1/2”
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flying geese - stitch and flip method
material : 1 rectangle and 2 squares from 2 different fabrics make 1 flying geese unit

line

1

draw a diagonal line on the back of each small
square

3

trim

2

stitch

place one square on rectangle, right sides
together and match corners
stitch about 1 or 2 threads width less away from
the drawn line

4

trim

trim excess and press seam open
repeat on opposite side

trim excess and press seam open
trim each unit to correct size

5

size calculation for flying geese unit

finished flying geese unit

finished unit size + 1/2” (seam allowance)

note : the finished width must be exactly twice the
measurement of the finished height

Example : for a 2” x 4” rectangle finished unit
calculate the cutting sizes as follows :
1 ~ rectangle 2 1/2” x 4 1/2”
2 ~ squares
2 1/2”

making the flying geese units
make 4 units
check correct unit size :
5 1/2” x 5 1/2”

make 4 flying geese
check correct size :
5 1/2” x 3”
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complete the cushion top
h
h
h
h

piece 3 horizontal rows as shown on the diagram
press seams in row 1 and 3 towards the outer hst units
press seam in row 2 towards the center piece.
piece rows together - the block is now 15 1/2” x 15 1/2”

h
h
h

add borders to left and right, press seams towards the border
add squares to the other 2 borders, press seams open
add to top and bottom, press seams towards the border

h

make a quilt sandwich and quilt as desired
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envelope backing
h

take both backing rectangles (17” + 10”) and hem the long side of each rectangle
as follows: turn under 1/2” and press, turn under once more 1/2” and press
h stitch on both sides
h take the quilted cushion top and lay it right side up
h place first the larger rectangle right side down, then lay the smaller rectangle on
top of it and create a square the same size as the front
h baste with pins or baste with needle and thread well through all layers
h check before sewing: cushion top and bottom should be facing right sides together
h sew around the edges with a 1/4” seam allowance
h trim the corners and zigzag stitch around the edges to prevent fabric fraying
h turn inside out and insert a 20” x 20” cushion form through the opening in the back

hemmed edge of smaller rectangle

hemmed edge of larger rectangle (bottom layer)

top and backing are right sides together

inspiration for your next quilt
25 blocks make a quilt throw
size : 75" x 75"
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